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THE USE OF SMALL GROUPS IN THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT CLASSR00M 

The lecture is perhaps one of the oldest methods employed by instructors 

working with groups of students. In any era of reform and reconsideration of 

teaching, traditional methods bear the brunt of sharp negative criticism. As a • 

.commonly used method, the lecture has had a negative image of long standing. 

Samuel Johnson, the famous writer and lexicographer once said in 1766i • 

"People have now-a-days got a strange opinion that everything should be 
taught by lecture. Now, I cannot see that lectures can do so much good 
as reading the books from'which the lectures are taken. I know nothing 
that can be best. taught by lectures, except where experiments are to be 
shewn." (1904). 

Fpllowing are some of the underlying justifications' for using the 

lecture method: 

Students are often happy when they are considered part of a large

group made up of their friends and acquaintances. They want to have 

the same experiences as their classmates, and they want to share 

those experiences. They want to experience just what their fellows

experience and they want to know just what their fellows know. 

2) The lecture method, accommodates and encourages efficiency in gain-. 

ing knowledge. Teaching by means of lecture le simply an efficient 

way of teaching a large number of students. This indeed has always 

been a matter of consideration for teachers. But today, when school 

enrollment is growing yearly, due to a combination of factors, the 

issue of efficiency is important. Efficiency must be considered in 

terms of time and cost (1962). It costa less to teach, via a lecture, 

a group of 100 students in a single room than it does to teach via 

some other method that involves small groupe in many sessions in 
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in.w rooms. There are certain experiences "that are too expensive . 

to repeat for subgroups of the course" (1950. 

3)The lecture method of teaching is consistent with the concept of the, 

school as agent for transmission of knowledge to students. According

to this view, teaching in school should concern itself with commgni-

cating to the student the skills, knowledge and valise of his culture, 

so that he can employ these in his life. The student "is primarily 

engaged in an effort to learn the same basic subject matter...which 

the scientist had learned in his day...Kóst of the student's time 

should be taken up with appropriate expository learning" (1961). 

4)The lecture method is viewed as being entirely consistent with and 

supportive of the anthropological concept of culture. That  is to say, 

man can communicate the knowledge he has acquired to his offspring. 

A man's children can benefit:froit their father's learning provided he 

can relate it to them. This ability to transmit knowledge is one 

essential characteristic that sets man off from the lower animals. 

"....perhaps the most unique attribute of human culture...is precisely 

the fact that the accumulated discoieries of millemia can be trans-

witted to each succeeding generation in the course of childhood and 

youth, and need not be discovered anew by each generation. This 

miracle o!'culture is made possible only because it is so much less 

time-consuming to communicate and explain an idea meaningfully to 

others than to require them to re-discover it by themselves" (1963). 

These are just some of the justifications for employing the lecture as a 

method of instruction. While it has been widely and commonly used, it is a 
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limited device for imparting knowledge and developing certain useful skills in

the student. Thus, lecturing in American government courses should not be slim-

mated but should be supplemented withother teaching strategies. 

The use of the lecture method carries with it the additional assumption 

that the overwhelming contribution of the course lies in its content. The con-

tent of American government, to be sure, is important but education involves 

more than the mastering of aparticular body of knowledge. The student is no 

.longer regarded as a passive agent but as an active participant in his own 

educatión. 

We must proceed  beyond content by providing an atmosphere in our classes 

where students can develop certain, carry-over skills that transcend the narrow 

boundaries of American government or any other courses. These skills include 

(1) effective oral communications; (2) the ability to analyse and evaluate crit- 

ically; (3) the capacity to identify relationships between phenomena; and (4) the 

ability to use  people as legitimate sources of information. 

One way in which these skills may be developed is through the group-dis-

cussion method. In any type of group, decisions are 'made which are utilized 

  primarily for the benefit of the group members. Individuals should be helped to

come to terme with their needs for the achievement for power, controls, and with 

their feelings regarding authority. The group-as-a-thole is perceived as an in-

strumentality to help members experience the nature of making choices, of subor-

dinating their wishes and desires for the greater good, and for transferring the 

new behavior to other situations. When a member has learned in one group how to 

cope with alternatives and what is involved in making deci4ions,'he should be 

helped to transfer this learning to a similar situation either in the same or in 

a different group. Since group work is concerned with the utilisation of the

decision-making process fbr purposes of helping individual members achieve goals 
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for themselves, i.e., meeting the own needs as well as contributing to achieving 

the goals of the group, it follows that group work's interest in decision-making 

is related to its concern for the enhancement of social functioning of individual 

group members. `Since social functioning means "the'sumof the roles performed by a 

'person", group work, as a method of social work, is concerned with helping indivi-

dual group members enhance their role performances. Decision-making is inherent 

in any social role which a person is called upen to perform. • 

In order to create an environment in which these skills can be developed, 

i is necessary to restructure the traditional lecture-dominated American govern-

sent classroom. Such traditional classes general] emphasise content over procese. 

What skill-development does occur in this setting is generally limited to listening 

and note -taking skills. Perhaps, a cooperative, sharing atmosphere is at least as 

effective in meeting one's educational objectives as is a competitive atmosphere. 

A partially effective instructional technique I have used in an undergraduate 

American 'Govertieni course involves the use of small, cooperative, information-

sharing groups. 

Resource groups within the American government classroom are not formed in 

a random or ad hoc fashion but, rather, according to a well defined set of prin-

ciples grounded in empirical research (Thelon, 1967; Schmuck and Schmuck, 1971). 

First, groups should be built on the widest possible number of differences among 

group members rather than similarities, because people with widely divergent 

interests, values, and backgrounds will bring a variety of perspectives to the 

group. Second, since the efficiency of information-sharing groups is directly 

related to group cohesiveness and identity, it is imperative that groups remain 

intact for the duration of the class( quarter). And third, the optimal range in 

group wise is between eight and twelve. If a group is expected to function in a 

task-oriented manner over a relatively long period of time, less than eight group
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members will not provide a sufficient number of contrasting roles vhild more than 

twelve will Cause role duplication. 

The goal, then, of group-building in the classroom is to divide a large 

class into functioning resource groups based on the widest possible differences 

and in such a manner as to encourage group cohesiveness and identity. For pur-

poses of illustrating the group formation process, let us assuss that our clue 

. size is thirty-two students who will be divided into four groups of eight each. 

The procese which requires approximately thirty minutes to campiets, can be 

described as follows: 

1. All articipants are asked to provide urgers on a 5 x 8 card to a 

series of questions designed to elicit data regarding their interests, 

values, backgrounds and experiences. The questions I used verei 

(1) "If you had to spend two ¡ears in Washington, D.C. would you 

choose to go as (a) a student, (b) u an elected official, or (c) 

as a secretary of a governmental official?" (2) Have you ever lived 

outside of Gaston County?" (3) Rave you ever lived outside of North 

Carolina?" (4)' Rave you been active in one of the major political 

parties?" (5) Are you a registered Republican or Democrat?" (6) 

If you are a registered Democrat, have you voted for a Republican?" 

A7) What is your occupation?" (8) 'What is your major?" 

2 Students are then-instructed to fasten these 5 x 8 cards on their 

clothing in such a way as to be easily read by other students. 

3.For the next six or seven minutes, all students are to circulate in 

a cocktail-party fashion, reading each other's responses but remaining 

absolutely silent. 

4.At the end of this non-verbal phase, all participants are asked to 

select the person whose written responses are most unlike their own 
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and form a.pair. They are asked to select a person with whom they are

Pot familiar, if possible. 

5. Each person is given approximately fiveminutes to collect personal 

information on his or her pair partner. 

6.Each pair, after brief consultation, will select another pair to form . 

a quartet. These quartets will move to a neutral location. Each 

member of the quartet will introduce his/or her original partner , 

using the personal data collected earlier. 

7: After all personal information is exchanged, the quartet will,caucus 

to determine which other quartet they would like to join. Invitations 

to jqin another quartet may be declined or accepted. If an invitation 

is declined, a quartet will invite another quartet until all quartets 

hive been chosen. 

Once sufficient time and effort has been taken to build efficient infor 

nation-shariag groups, they are ready to begin dealing with the substance of 

American government.   This group-building process will have produced a degree of 

'group cohesiveness awing to (1) the exchange of personal information, (2) mutual 

áecision-Baking, and (3) the group's acceptance of an imitation or having its 

invitation accepted. 

Although there are a number of uses for small groups in the classroom 

(Clark and Ramsey, 1970j Hyman, 1970), I have used them in q awn class in two 

essential ways: brainstorming arid' consensus seeking. Let us examine each of 

these uses in detail. 

"Brainstorming and Information Processing." The purpose of a brainstorming 

session is to (a) gener'âte a large number of fleas or solutions to problems in a 

;nonsvaluative manner, and (b) stimulate individual divergent thinking and creative 

problem-solving skills. Groups are given a question to answer or a problem to 
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solve, and group members in a spontaneous manner are to suggest possible answer, 

acrd solutions.

Each group .s'to select a secretary vho will record every idea generated 

by the group. During the brainstorming phase, there is to be no criticism, 

evaluation, or interpretation of the ideas generated by the group. Disarr, ideas 

are not discouraged, for they may serve to stimulate more meaningful ones for 

other group members. And during this brainstorming phase, the emphasis is on 

quantity of ideas generated. 

A specific example of a brainstorming exercise for the American government 

class could be phrased as follows: "Daring the 20th Century the executive branch 

has assumed the more dominate role in the A rrican government. Clive the different

ways in which Congress has surrendered its enormous authority and resources to 

the executive branch." 

As the group members attempt to answer this question, each suggestion is 

recorded by the group secretary. During this phase there is no explanation why 

the suggestions were made and they are neither criticised nor interpreted. After 

approximately fifteen minutes of this free association phase, the ban on criticism, 

analysis and evaluation is lifted and group members are asked to identify reasons

for making their suggestions. 

One advantage of this particular exercise is that it is almost totally 

non-threatening because there are many suggestions to be made. To be sure, some 

suggestions will be better choices than others but it is possible to Justify 

almost all the suggestions. Another advantage of this particular exercise is that 

it gives every member an opportunity to participate. 

The brainstorming technique with small groups teaches students to respect 

and build upon their own and abets' creative capacities and encourages the open 

and experimental mind so important for effective problem-solving. Moreover, 
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brainstorming substantially increases a student's active involvement in his or

her own learning. 

After the groups have had sufficient time to analyse the suggestions to 

,answer the question, the instructor will ask all students to return to one large 

,group. The recorders, serving as their group's spobsman, will talon turns 

shdriag'with,the'whóle class their beet suggestions. It bas been my experience 

that undergraduates are consistently more willing to'participate in a large 

class discussion 1f they have had at opportunity beforehand to test out their 

ideas in their small groups. In other words, the relatively supportive and 

non-threatening nature of the small group environment frequently serves to 

encourage students to risk sharing their ideas in a large, less intiiate en-

 vironment. 

"Seeking Consensus." Students in snail•groups can become involved in 

political science content by working on consensus exercises. The purpose of 

these consensus exercises is to demonstrate the efficacy of information-sharing 

groups by comparing the results of individual decision-making with the results 

of group decision-making. Such a demonstration can be made in examinations on 

American government content. Traditional one hour exams as a means of student 

evaluation are as applicable to the small groups technique as they are to the 

more traditional lecture-oriented classroom. On seisral.occasions during a 

quarter, pencil anti paper exams (composed of multiple choice items, true-false 

items and more subjective identification questions) are given to all students. 

During the class period iiediately after the exam, students take the very same 

exam again but this time within their small groups; A class member's grade on 

the exam will be some type of average of the individual score and the group 

score. In my own classes, individual exams are worts' 75% and group exams are 

worth 25%. 
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There are certain ground rules governing group examinations or other con-

sensus-seeking exercises: (1) members should avoid arguing with one another in 

order to "win" as individuals) (2) conflicting answers and rationales should be 

viewed as helping rather than hindering the process of consensus; (3) the efficiency 

of the consensus exercise will be maximised if group 'embers adcept responsibility

for both hearing and being heard, so that everyone in the group is indeed in the

decision-ualdng process; and- (b) groups should avoid "conflict reducing" tech-

niques such as majority vote, averaging or trading in order to reach consensus. 

There are at least two benefits to be derived fron this type of consensus 

exercise, one. substantial and one procedural. First, in terms of the substance 

of American government, students become highly involved in the course content 

(i.e., test items) if for no other reason than to improve their (rage. But in 

the process of determining the`óorrect answers, a wide variety of reasons justi-

fying the answers will emerge from the groups: u a result, all students will 

be exposed to both political science data u well u political science thought 

processes. The second benefit thrived from this type of consensus exercise 

involves gaining an appreciation of the efficacy of group decision making. In 

the one experiment of using these group exams, every student'd group score has 

been higher than the individual. score. Thus, the student should leave this ex-

perience with the significant yet little understood insight that cooperating 

inforuation*sharing groups, when functioning properly, can more efficiently 

solve problems and answer,qusatione than can any of its members operating inde-

pendently. 

The incorporation to some degree of small groups into the American 

government clasaioon can be justified on several grounds. First, in terms of 

our roles as general educators in a liberal arts tradition, the increasing' scale 

and complexity of social life today places a premium on relating well to others 
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and working effectively in groups. If some of the pressing social problems of 

the world are to be solved, young adults must learn to deal with interpersonal 

tensions and conflicts constructively and creatively. Thus, in addition to and 

concurrent with the teaching oepolitical science content, we should be concerned 

with the develópment of skills of interpersonal relatiónships. 

But in addition to our societal responsibility as.general educators, I 

submit that the use of small groupe can facilitate the learning of political' 

science content and develop a positive attitude in students toward that course 

content for use in the future. The use of small groups in the American government 

class is valuable because it actively involves students in their own education. 

Knowledge is not a commodity that canibe dreamed into a student's head but is a 

psychic state, for as Harold Taylor (1969) reminds us: 

"Until the one who seeks it acts within his own consciousness and 
makes an idea or a fact or an experience part of his own psychic 
development, he has not gained knowledge." 

The small groupe that we have described are constructed in such a way as 

to produce. cooperation, assistance, Support, encouragement, respect, and construc-

tive criticism--a social climate conducive to gradual risk-taking and academic 

success. It would seem reasonable to expect that a positive, supportive social 

climate would both enhance a student's self-esteem as well as increase the pos-

sibilities of personal and academic growth due to a greater willingness to take 

intellectual risks. 

Moreover, if we assume some positive correlation between self-esteem and 

academic performance, the dispersion of influence characteristic of well-functioning 

small groups would seem to foster feelings of'self-esteem and personal competence. 

That is, leadership functions and influence in small groups are so well distributed 

that all group members can feel power, competence, and self-worth in accomplishing 

tasks and working together. 
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RESULTS 'OF SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS IN AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

I. Students' Comments (Experimental Class)

A. Group Tests 

1)Like Dislike 

18 .0 

2) Representative Comments 

a) 'Hepled to increase grade average but also stimulated' 
the student tp look up,e. chrrect answer-once. missed and 

'• looting up the correct answer. will more than likely 
last in thé, mind longes. 
"Becausot the grade'can be jmprovéd some of the failure. 
attitude is 'removed and'the student feels better about 
his attempt in the •class." 

b) It gives you a chance to pull your grade úp and also you 
find out 90-95% of the correct answers which you normally 
never pay an attention after a test." 

c)'"Gives a chance to review and raise grade-ever if only-
a' little." 

B. Grout Discussiolns , 

1) Like Dislike 

16 

2) Representative Comments 

a) "Good, helps you to-understand and .clarify the material 
you're reading about." 

b)"If you missed.a.point in your reading, someone in the 
group may bring it out." ', 

c)"Appreciátion for' opinions of others. We learn by out 
peers. 
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ti.. Student Retention 

A. Experimental Class-

1) 71% retention rate 
2) 6 out of 21 students dropped out for various reasons; 

including illness, change of job shifts and. lqw grades. 

B. Traditional Class 

1)67% .retention rate 
2)6 out of 18 students dropped out for various reasons; 

including illness, job related reasons and low grades. 

III. Grade Point Average on a 100 percentile basis 

A. Experimental Class 

Mean = 81.3% 

B. Trgditional C1aaº 

Mean t 78.5% -

C. Significance of the. différence 

Using the Statistical t-test to measure the significance,
of the difference betweéi two means for independent samples, 
the null hypothesis is not rejected; that is the mean of 
the experimental class is the same as the mean of the 
traditional class."' 
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IV. Difference.Between"the Pre- and Post-test of the Edwards Personal Preference       Schedule 

SCALE EXPERIMENTAL TRADITIONAL' 

A.Achievement: To do One's best. To be 
a recognized authority .'+5.3% -4.3% 

B.Deference: To get suggestions from 
others. To find out what_ others 
think. -10.9%. -8.5% 

C..Autonomy: To be independent of others 
in making decisions. To avoid 
situations where one is . expected 
to conform. -4.3% -,.,5% 

b. Affiliation:(To participate in friendly 
groups, To share things with others., +1.6% -3.37

B. Dominance: To argue for one's point of 
view. To be a leader in a group. To' 

' make group decis +5.7%ions. 

F.Nurturance: To help friends when they 
are in trouble. o 

G.Aggression: To attack contrary points of 
view. To criticize others publicly. 
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DISCUSSION OF EPPS RESULTS 

The experimental class displayed a'higher drive for achievement 

compared with the traditional class. Given the opportunity to be a recognized 

authority, students'in the experimental class sought fewer opportunities to 

get suggestion's from other students within'the same group. The group discus-

sion experience gave' the, students in the experimental class the opportunity 

to speak out' morë and to do one's best. While-they relied, less on others for 

suggestions In dealing with their study questions, they simaltaneously came 

up with.answers that reflected the consensus of the group: 

The.expèhimenta) class reflected á greater desire to participate in 

group discussion than did the traditional class: This drive for participation 

in the experimental class conforms to their drive to be a recognized agthority

among their.peers. The positive scores on the achievement and affiliation 

scales and the negative stores- on the autonomy scale show that the students 

in the experimental class wish to be recognized by their p6ers for their • 

achievement but are willing to make final group decisions on a consensus basis. 

The traditional class scored better on the nurturance and aggression 

scales compared to the experimental class Perhaps, this is due to the 

notion that in a group situation students wish  to do their best and to argue

.for•their own point of view but not-at the expense of breaking up the group 

or creating enemies as indicated in the aggression and affiliation scales. 
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